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TOWARDS A TYPOLOGY OF RUSSIAN 
MODERNISM: IVANOV, REMIZOV, XLEBNIKOV 

Henryk Baran 

Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to place Aleksej Remizov in a broader liter

ary context by drawing some comparisons between his literary practice and 
ideas about literature and those of Vjaceslav Ivanov and Velimir Xlebnikov
authors who were akin to him in certain ways, but who followed their own 
path in the main thrust of their creative achievement. I shall concentrate on 
two features of his craft which are particularly prominent in his early col
lections, Poso/on' and Limonar': the use of folklore and myth, and the pres
ence of annotations (endnotes). Both of these features are discussed in a 
1909 open letter by Remizov (see below): their presence in this document 
helps legitimize my attempt at typology. The result will be to underscore 
the differences that underlie what from a distance appears to be a rather 
similar landscape of modernist interest in Slavic folklore and myth and of 
concern with language, and to clarify the uniqueness of Remizov's literary 
achievement. 

Biographical Background 
The relationships between the three authors are indissoluble from the 

structure of St. Petersburg literary life, with its partisan yet fluid circles, 
journals, and publishing houses. 

Both Remizov and Xlebnikov were guests in lvanov's basnja. A settled 
inhabitant of the capital, Remizov attended far more regularly and over a 
far longer period of time than did Xlebnikov. However, although it was 
Ivanov who made possible the book publication of Limonar', Ol'ga Des
chartes suggests that Remizov and Ivanov were not close. Thus, she com
ments on lvanov's poem "Moskva," which appears in Cor Ardens with a \ 
dedication to Remizov: "No posvjascenie eto neeajanno vydaet esce i dru
goe: v protivopolofoost' obycnym dlja V. I. posvjascenijam v nem net 
nicego lienogo. Oba-urofency Moskvy, oba ljubjat i ponimajut dufo 
etogo goroda-i tol'ko. Otnosenija V. I. i Remizova byli xorosimi, no 
poverxnostnymi, prijatefskimi." (Ivanov 1974: 723).1 

Details of Xlebnikov's relationship with Ivanov are as sketchy as the rest 
of his biography.2 He began to correspond with Ivanov in 1908, when he 
sent the Symbolist master a selection of his short neologistic poems. Fol-
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lowing his arrival in St. Petersburg in May 1909, Xlebnikov began to fre
quent the "Tower"; for a few months (October-December) he was a 
member of the "Akademija stixa" which met first at Ivanov's and then in 
the editorial offices of the newly-formed Apo/Ion. Early in 1910, however, 
Xlebnikov began to drift away from the "Academy," most members of 
which did not share his orientation towards perip~eral folklore genres, and 
joined the ranks of what was to become Russian Cubo-Futurism (Xleb
nikov 1940: 418-420). 

In spite of his entry into Hylaea, Xlebnikov continued his friendly rela
tions with Ivanov. Thus, an unfinished article, "Fragmenty o familijax" 
(1912), cited by N. Xardziev, includes favorable comments on lvanov's play 
"Tantal."3 Significantly, Ivanov's name does not appear among those of 
writers Xlebnikov condemns in his polemical prose or in his joint pieces 
with other Futurists.4 And one of Xlebnikov's late notebooks contains jot
tings concerning his encounters with Ivanov in 1921 and linking the two 
poets through one of Xlebnikov's historical calculations.5 

Remizov has left one commonly cited record of his contact with Xleb
nikov. It is found in Kukxa, as part of Remizov's account of how he used 
to be visited by beginning writers. A list which includes Gumilev (pre
Abyssinia) and A. N. Tolstoj, also contains Vasilij Kamenskij and ends with 
Xlebnikov, "s kotorym slova razbirali ." (Remizov 1923 [1978]: 58). The two 
shared a fascination with unusual items from the vast lexicon of Russian; 
decades later, Remizov reiterated this common ground in a letter to Vla
dimir: "Nas soedinjalo slovo kak is Andreem Belym" (Markov 1982: 431). 
On Xlebnikov's side, there was also appreciation of Remizov's orientation 
towards things Russian-an attitude which reflected Xlebnikov's own 
Slavophile and even extreme Russian nationalist views in the years before 
the war (Baran 1985: 70-71, 87). 6 

There is clear evidence that Xlebnikov's attitudes towards Remizov 
underwent considerable changes. In a 10 January 1909 letter to Kamenskij, 
he inquires "Cto govorit Remizov o moej 'Snezimocke'? Esli budete, Vasilij 
Vasil'evic, to ne polenites', sprosite" (Xlebnikov 1940: 355). Why the con
cern with Remizov's opinion of this work? Presumably, because Remizov 
was one of the few people in the Petersburg literary world from whom 
Xlebnikov could expect sympathy. "Snezimocka" combines three elements 
which are prominent in Remizov's own writings in Poso/on' and Limonar': a 
reworking of a folk plot (i. e. "Snegurocka") and an infusion of other folk 
motifs; heavy uses of both dialect borrowings and neologisms; and an 
emphasis on Russianness. 

Several months later, an 8 August letter to Kamenskij dwells at length on 
the charge against Remizov that had appeared in the press in June of that 
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year: that he had plagiarized some folk texts. 7 Xlebnikov is indignant at the 
accusation: "Znaja, cto obvinjat' sozdatelja 'Posoloni' v vorovstve-znacit 
soverfat' cto-to nerazumnoe, neubeditel'noe na zlostnoj podkladke, ja otnes
sja k etomu s otvrasceniem i prezreniem" (Xlebnikov 1940: 358). He links 
his proposed activities on behalf of Remizov (" .. . komu ja darju druzbu" 
[Xlebnikov 1940: 359])-challenging the accusers to a duel-with a theme 
common to a number of his pre-war works, that of the Ukrainian "gajda
maki."8 

The young poet becomes less charitable towards Remizov some years 
later. In the first of his dialogues, "Ucitel' i ucenik" (publ. 1912), where he 
outlines his ideas on time and language, Xlebnikov also takes up the ques
tion of the state of Russian literature. By then, he had become one of the 
Hylaeans, self-defined as the bearers of a new aesthetic and a new poetics. 
Xlebnikov uses tables-the classic tool of ideology claiming to be science
to underscore the chasm that, he claims, separates contemporary literature 
from the true spirit of the Russian people. Remizov, termed an "insect" [see 
fn. 9] in one table is grouped with Andreev, Arcybasev, Bal'mont, Brjusov, 
Bunin, Kuprin, Merezkovskij, Ostrovskij, Sologub (referred to as a "grave
digger"), Scedrin, and Aleksej Tolstoj. The productions of this motley group 
of 19th century Realists, Symbolists, and those in between is counterposed 
to the "popular word" (narodnoe slovo) or "popular song" (narodnaja 
pesn'). The former find life to be horrible; condemn all groups in the popu
lation except writers; preach death; curse the past, the present and the 
future; condemn war and deeds of valor; and make the measure of things 
that is not-Russian or is found in the latest book. By comparison, creations 
of the people praise the beauty and virtues of life; condemn writers; glorify 
battle and war; and take Russia for their yardstick. 

Why was Remizov included here? Perhaps because, like Ostrovskij, he 
did not restrict his art to celebrating and reworking the sphere of popular 
culture. By the time Xlebnikov's dialogue was written, Remizov had 
become a prose writer who continued in part the line of Realist fiction, and 
who focussed on the underside of society-a world which Xlebnikov him
self was rather familiar with in his own life, but which he, gripped by wider 
visions, chose not to focus on until the years of war and revolution. 

The Use of Notes 

In his famous overview of modern poetry, "O sovremennom lirizme" 
(1909), Innokentij Annenskij takes his fellow classicist-poet Ivanov to task 
for the obscurity of the mythological material he uses in his poems. He 
follows up with this suggestion: 
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0Tqero 6bl trn:ny, B caMOM ,1:1erre, He ,[laBaTb K CBOHM BblCOKOl.leHHblM IIbeCaM 

KOMMeHTapm1, KaK ,1:1errarr B CBOe BpeMj[, HaIIpHMep, Jleo11ap,1:1H? H pa3Be OHH 

YlK TaK 3aBH,[IHbl, 3TOT IIOJIYC03HaTeJibHblH BOCTopr H po6KHe IIOXBaJibl H3 

cpe,1:1b1 JIHl.I, He yc11ea11mx 3arrrgHYTb B EpoKray3-3cppoHa, H IIOlKHMaHHj[ 

IIJieqaMH co CTOpOHbl ,1:1pyrHx, BOBCe H He HaMepeHHblX «pa,1:1H KaKHX-HH6YAb 

CTHlllKOB» Ty,1:1a 3arJij[,[1bIBaTb? 

(Annenskij 1979: 332) 

Annenskij's criticism points to a salient feature of not only Ivanov's art 
but of modern poetry in general: its tendency to draw on diverse mytholog
ical and anthropological materials to construct the myths that are so often 
the poets' response to the world around them. His suggestion to Ivanov to 
use footnotes to clarify myth-which, he feels, must not be esoteric ("Mif
eto ditja solnca, eto pestryj mjacik detej, igrajuscix na lugu. I mne do goreci 
obidno, pri ctenii p'esy, za nedostupnost' tak zamancivo pljasuscix predo 
mnoju xoreev i za tajnopis' ix sledov na arene, vpitavsej stol'ko blagorod
nogo pota" [Annenskij 1979: 333])-is one often followed by modern 
poets (e. g. Eliot), though in different, frequently subtle ways: at times to 
elucidate the source, at times to lead the reader towards a particular inter
pretation of the work itself. 

Ivanov himself remained restrained in his use of annotations. His foot
notes are few in number, and generally emphasize the interpretation that 
may be placed on a particular passage in a poem; occasionally there will be 
a reference to some work of classical philology. For the overwhelming 
majority of readers, the notes are not adequate to the complexity of the text 
to which they are attached-Ivanov deliberately forces the reader to solve 
the many semantic puzzles found in his works, and to reach the deeper 
levels of meaning hidden within them. 

A different situation prevails in the work of Remizov, particularly in the 
period of the "Sipovnik" edition of his "Collected Works." If we look at the 
different editions of the Poso/on' and Limonar' collections, and compare 
them with the separate publications of the anthologized texts, we see a 
steady evolution towards increased use of annotations. 10 

In the case of the component parts of Posolon', the vast majority of the 
texts appeared without any notes at all upon first publication in various 
periodicals. Occasionally, as in the case of "Gusi-Lebedi," "Zadusnicy," or 
"Letavica" (orig. title "Noc' u Vija"), the initial publication included a few 
annotations of difficult lexical items. 

The initial book publication of the Posolon' cycle was free of any end
notes. It was only in the second, expanded edition of the collection that 
Remizov equipped the stories with an elaborate scholarly apparatus. The 
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endnotes not only contained the lexical annotations found in initial publi
cations of a few works, but expanded the coverage of unusual lexical items 
to many more tales, and, more broadly, provided information on the 
sources on which Remizov drew in creating his texts, and on the mytholog
ical theory that underlies Remizov's reworking of the source material. 

In the case of Limonar', the initial publications of the reworked apocry
pha tend to supply needed notes, including some information on sources. 
The 1907 edition of Limonar', which contains six texts, already possesses a 
set of endnotes of varying degree of detail, with the commentaries to "O 
bezumii Irodiadinom" being the most extensive by far. These make their 
way into a similar section in the 1912 "Collected Works" expanded edition, 
which contains new fictional material. The set of endnotes in the 1912 edi
tion is also richer in interpretive and source commentary. 

To take one example of how Remizov's annotations grow, the initial 
publication of the story "Car Diokletian" contains two lexical glosses, on 
the expressions "zrjascij pjatok" and "byt' sversenu," the same items found 
in the second edition (Remizov 1912: 201). However, the commentary in 
the second edition also includes this information: "Ja pol'zovalsja dlja Dio
kletiana duxovnym stixom. P. A. Bezsonov, Kaliki perexozie. M. 1861. 
Vyp. 3. No. 136" (Remizov 1912: 201). The sentence is quite typical for the 
endnotes in the collection. 

The increased annotation of texts appears to be directly related to the 
previously mentioned accusation of June 1909, where Remizov was accused 
of plagiarizing some folklore texts in his own fictions. Remizov parried the 
charge, repeated widely in the press, in a 6 September 1909 letter to the 
editor of Russkie Vedomosti. In this document, Remizov first outlines his 
views on his own task as a writer who works with folklore and myth, and 
then discusses the reasons why he includes extensive annotations in his 
collections: 

B 1.1errgx lKe pa3bj[CHeHHj[ BbIHYlKAeH CKa3aTb HeCKOJibKO CJIOB H 0 TOM oco-

6oM 3HaqeHHH, KOTOpoe IIPHAaJO IIpHMeqaHHj[M, CHa6lKaj[ HMH OT,[leJibHble 

MOH 1IpOH3Be):leHHj[ H MOH KHHrH. Ha,1:10 3aMeTHTb, qTo B pyccKOH H3j[ll.IHOH 

JIHTepaType, IIpH ,1:1011y11.1eHHH caMoro lllHpOKOro IIOJib30BaHHj[ TeKCTaMH 

Hapo,1:1Horo TBopqecTaa, cy11.1ecTayeT TpaAHl.IHj[, He 06ub1BaJ011.1ag ,1:1erraTb 

CCblJIKH Ha HCTOqHHKH H yKa3bIBaTb MaTepHaJibl, IIOCJIYlKHBlllHe OCHOBaHHeM 

AJlj[ 1IpOH3Be,[leHHj[, 

(Remizov 1909) 

Here Remizov cites examples ranging from Gogol' and his Taras Bulba to 
Leskov's apocrypha-based legends and tales, and to popular folk tales of 
A venarius. 11 He emphasizes that such is the tradition prevailing in Russian 
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literature, and that only historians of literature point out to us the sources 
used by particular writers. He then turns to his own goals in breaking with 
that tradition: 

CTaBll caoeii 3a):la'!eH BOCC03,Qam1e Hawero HapO):IHOro MH<j>a, BbITIOJlHHTb 

KOTopyio B COCTOllHHH JlHIIlb KOJlJleKTHBHOe rrpeeMCTBeHHOe TBOp'leCTBO He 

O):IHOro, a pll):la IIOKOJleHHH, ll, KJla):lll MOH, MOlKeT-6bITb, O):IHH e,QHHCTBeHHblH 

KaMeHb ):IJlll C03):1aHHll 6yi:1y111ero 60J1bIIIOfO rrpOH3Be):leHHll, KOTOpoe ):laCT 

11eJ1oe 11apCTBO HapO):IHOro MH<j>a, C'IHTalO MOHM ):IOJlfOM, He i:1eplKaCb Tpa,QH-

1\HH Haweii JlHTepaTypbl, BBO):IHTb rrpHMe'!aHHll H pacKpbIBaTb B HHX XO):I 

MOeii: pa6oTbl. MolKeT-6bITb, paBHbIH HJlH Te, KTO CHJlbHee H O):lapeHHee 

MeHll, IlbITall H IIOJ1b3Yl1Cb MOHMH yKa3aHHllMH, ylKe c MeHbweii TpaTOH CHJl 

rrpHHecyT H He O):IHH, a ,QeCl!Tb KaMHeH H IIOJlOlKaT HX BbIIIle MOero H 6J1HlKe K 

BeH11y. TOJlbKO TaK, KOJlJleKTHBHbIM rrpeeMCTBeHHbIM TBOp'leCTBOM C03):1aCT

Cll rrpOH3Be):leHHe, KaK C03):1aJ1HCb MHpOBbie BeJlHKHe xpaMbl, MHpOBbie BeJlH

KHe KapTHHbl, KaK HaIIHCaJlHCb 6eccMepTHall «EolKeCTBeHHall KOMe):IHll» H 

<«l>aycrn. 

YKa3aHHeM Ha rrpHeM H MaTepHaJl pa6oTbI, - '!TO ):IOCTHlKHMO i:10 HeKo

Topoii CTerreHH rrpHMe'!aHHllMH B H3lllllHOH JlHTepaType, a cpe):IH xy):IOlKHH

KOB - pacKpbITHeM ):IBepeii B MaCTepCKHe H IIOCBllllleHHeM, - MOlKeT 

OTKpbITbCll BbIXO):I K IIJlO):IOTBOpHOH 3Ha'IHTeJ1bHOH pa6oTe H3 O):IH'laJloro H 

MY'IHTeJlbHO-O):IHHOKOro TBOp'leCTBa, rrpo6aBJ1ll!OI11erocl1 6e3 HCTOpHH, KaK 

rrorraJlo, caoHMH cpei:1cTBaMH H3 ce6ll, a rrorrpocTy H3 HH'lero, Ha pe3yJ1hTaTe 

- arrycTyio. 

(Remizov 1909) 

Remizov's emphasis on creating an art with a memory, with a past 
accessible to others, fits in with what Ofga Hughes, in the introduction to a 
reprint of Rossija v pis'menax, has called one of the themes of mature Remi
zov-memory, realizable in various ways (Remizov 1922 [1982]: 5). The 
above passage shows clearly that this concern is present in Remizov's 
thought about art at a rather early stage. 12 

Although it is potentially dangerous to take Remizov at his word, if we 
do so we must conclude that he is consciously breaking with tradition for 
ideological/aesthetic reasons. He is doing what Gogol' and Leskov should 
have done but did not, and returning to the medieval practice of collective 
creation. 13 In a sense, he is modifying the hierarchy of values in the fic
tional text. Where, in Shari Benstock's words, "authority in fictional texts 
rests ... on the implied presence of the author-as creator certainly and 
sometimes as speaker" (Benstock 1983: 207), Remizov's annotated works 
break down the division between fictional and critical writings, coming 
close to the mode of functioning of the latter. "The supposition is always 
that the present critical endeavor extends a pattern of thought that was 
begun in the past, that was applied to the immediate context through cita-
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tion, and that will be continued in the future, when presumably the present 
text will itself be a citation in someone else's critical anlysis" (Benstock 
1983: 206). This characterization of a critical work is quite close to 
Remizov's own vision of the place of his own folklore- and myth-based 
writings in a larger pattern of Russian literary development. 

There could not be a greater contrast between Remizov's insistence on 
transmission of memory and textual genealogy and Xlebnikov's-more 
broadly, the Futurists'-theory and practice. The purposeful anti-biograph
ism of the Cubo-Futurists (Pomorska 1968: 83-86) was combined with a 
programmatic rejection of traditions of the past: writers who cultivated the 
accidental; who fulminated against the yoke of past culture; who pro
claimed "proCitav-razorvi!", had little use for the carefully crafted note. 

In Xlebnikov's works annotations are truly few and far between. The 
poem "Sue," which describes the martyrdom of the Aztec monarch Monte
zuma, is accompanied by two brief notes which give the meaning of the two 
principal neologisms utilized in the text: Sua (the sun) and Sue (sons of the 
sun-the Spaniards) (SP III : 9). Similarly, in the poem "Tcincucan," both 
the title and a proper name are glossed: "Tcincucan-mesto kolibri. Ali 
Emete-imja kn. Tarakanovoj" (SP V: 41). Ironically, the notes are not 
really needed because both words are defined within the poem itself. In the 
story "Ka" (1915), the initial word in the passage, "Xudo:Znik pisal pir 
trupov, pir mesti. Mertvecy velieavo i va:Zno eli ovosci, ozarennye podob
nym lucu mesjaca besenstvom skorbi" is footnoted "Filonov" (SP IV: 51) 

(his painting "Pir korolej" is described here). 
Yet it certainly cannot be said that Xlebnikov's works don't require 

annotations. A proper edition of Xlebnikov, whether in Russian or in 
translation, calls for an extensive editorial commentary. Even if we limit 
what might be viewed as needless pedantry, a basic set of notes is required 
to allow the reader to penetrate into many of the texts. An example of what 
might be needed is provided by Stepanov for the 1921 poem "More," where 
he includes 19 dialectisms and items of sea terminology to help clarify the 

work's "difficult" semantics. 14 

There is but one example where Xlebnikov provides a more elaborate 
commentary to one of his works. It is found at the end of the poema "I i 
E,"set in the Stone Age and largely consisting of dialogues between the 
hero and heroine. A "Postscript" offers a quasi-ethnographic explanation 
of the protagonists' strikingly monosyllabic names; a summary of the 
action within which the speeches in the body of the poem are situated; and 
a suggested interpretation. Even here, however, Xlebnikov does not pro
vide a single source for his ideas or the story. 
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This example, close to some degree to lvanov's and Remizov's type of 
annotations, is the exception which proves the rule. 

Thinking About Myth and Folklore 
As Charlotte Rosenthal has noted (1985), the Russkie Vedomosti letter 

contains the most explicit statement by Remizov himself on his use of folk
lore in literature, and it also contains his views on myth and the writer. The 
ideas he expressed suggest that Ivanov's views on the role of myth in litera
ture struck a highly responsive chord within the younger writer. 

In the letter, Remizov differentiates between two tasks which he has set 
himself. One is to reconstruct popular myth, the survivals of which are 
found in various areas of folklore (rituals, games, carols [koljadk1], super
stitions, omens, proverbs, riddles, charms and apocrypha). The other is to 
give an artistic rendering of a single folklore text. 

In his quest for myth through folklore, i. e., in an attempt to penetrate 
into the past, Remizov claims to proceed in a systematic, scholarly way: 

B nepBOM cJiyqae, - npH B03C03p;aHHH Hapop;Horo MH<l>a, Korp;a MaTepHa

JIOM MOlKeT CTaTb IlOTepl!Blllee BCHKHH CMbJCJI, HO BCe eJlle o6paJllaIOJlleecH B 

Hapop;e, npoCTO-HanpoCTO, KaKoe-HH6yp;b O,!l;HO HMll - «KocTpOMa», «KaJie

'IHHa-MaJie'IHHa», «Cnopbllll», «Mapa-MapeHa», «JleTaBm-1a» HJIH KaKOH

HH6yp;b o6bI'laH B pop;e «.ll:eBllTOH IlllTHHl.\bI», «Tpoe1-1bmJieHHl.\bI» - Bee 

CBO,!l;HTCll K pa3H006pa3HOMY COilOCTaBJieHHIO H3BeCTHbJX, CBH3aHHbJX c p;aH

HbJM HMeHeM HJIH o6bI'laeM <t>aKTOB H K cpaBHHTeJibHOMY H3y'leHHIO CXO,!l;HblX 

y p;pyrHX Hapop;oB, 'IT06bI B KOH1-1e-KOHl.\OB npOHHKHYTb OT 6e3CMbJCJieHHOf0 

H 3arap;O'IHOro B HMeHH HJIH o6bJ'!ae K ero p;yme H lKH3HH, KOTopyIO H Tpe6-

yeTCll H306pa3HTb. 

(Remizov 1909). 

Rosenthal suggests that Remizov's views ultimately derive from Sir 
Edward Tylor's "survival theory," which sees traces of ancient myths in the 
language and folklore spheres. But the British anthropologist's location of 
myth in man's primitive, animist stage; his view of myth as a kind of "prim
itive science"; and his teaching that myth is lost as man evolves, account for 
only a part of Remizov's ideas. More significant for Remizov than the views 
of the "anthropological school" (Tylor, Lang, etc.) was the comparative
historical tradition which goes back to the Romantics, which found its 
most influential Western proponent in Max Muller, and which numbered 
among its Russian adherents Afanas'ev, Buslaev, and Potebnja-on all of 
whom, as Remizov makes clear, he relied heavily in creating his folklore
based fictions. 

Although lvanov's role as Remizov's mentor in the science of mythology 
is unclear (Rosenthal 1979: 19), there is no doubt that Remizov found 
attractive lvanov's coherent theory of the significance of myth for modern 
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literature. It was this intellectual construct which distinguished the master 
of the "Tower" from most of his contemporaries: his essays on art and 
literature, a kind of commentary on his poetic collections, attracted a great 

deal of attention. 
Ivanov's ideas are presented, among others, in his 1907 essay "O veselom 

remesle i umnom veselii." Here, Ivanov propounds the ideal of the artist
craftsman, as he was still in the Middle Ages. Such an artist is linked in 
spiritual harmony with his audience; he does not suffer from a disease that 
dates from the time of the Renaissance-individualism, isolation from the 
people who are to be receivers of his art, and loss of the spontaneous gaiety 
(veselie) that accompanies art of the "collective" epoch, from the "genial'
nieanie" of the individualistic period. (Ivanov 1979: 63). Applying this con
ception to Russia, Ivanov notes the split between Russian artists, who 
wrongly are forced to condemn and preach, and Russia's true national cul
ture, defined as "spiritual joy" (umnoe veselie narodnoe) (Ivanov 1979: 69). 

He goes on to note the significance of Western culture-in broadest 
terms, Hellenic (ellinstvo)-in Russia. Although this culture has had a 
profound impact ("xotja i nalozila na varvarov vse svoi formy /slavjanstvu 
peredala daze formy slovesnye/, xotja i vyzgla vse svoi tavra na skure 
lesnyx kentavrov") (Ivanov 1979: 70), it has not ultimately overcome the 
elemental culture (creativity) within the Slavs: the "kingdom of form" has 
civilized the "kingdom of contents" (Apollo has partly softened Dionysus), 
but has not extinguished the latter's regenerative powers. Today, the attrac
tion of Hellenic culture is greater than ever, but it takes Russia away from 
its societal and popular tasks (Ivanov 1979: 71): the Decadent movement is 
one of its manifestations. This movement can justly point to certain artistic 
accomplishments: in the areas of form, of language, and particularly in 
having detached poetry from "literature" (i.e. the tradition of Russian 
prose) and in having brought it back to the neighboring realms of other 
arts-that is, into a situation where a return to primitive syncretism in the 

arts is possible. 
The Decadent movement, in its evolution into Symbolism, transcended 

its individualist limitations. Through the use of symbols, a path was opened 
into the national, popular soul, into myth: 

KaK nepBbJe poCTKH BeceHHHX TpaB, H3 CHMBOJIOB 6pb13HYJIH 3a'laTKH 

MH<t>a, nepBHHbl MH<i>OTBOp'leCTBa. Xyp;olKHHK Bp;pyr BCilOMHHJI, '!TO 6bIJI 

HeKorp;a «MH<i>OTBop1-1eM» (µt0onot6i;), - H po6KO noHec CBOIO OlKHBillYIO 

HOBbIMH npo3peHHllMH, HCilOJIHeHHYIO rOJIOCaMH H TpeneTaMH HeBep;OMOH 

paHbllle TaHHCTBeHHOH lKH3HH, opomeHHYIO pocaMH HOBbJX-CTapblX Bepo

BaHHH H llCHOBH,!l;eHHH, HOBYIO-CTapyIO p;ymy HaBCTpeqy p;yme Hapop;HOH. 

(Ivanov 1979: 75-76) 
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Ivanov ends the essay with the section "Mecty o narode-xudo:lnike." The 
title is appropriate, for these are indeed his dreams for the future: 

licKyCcTBO Hp;eT HaBCTpetty Hapop;Hoii: p;ywe. 113 CHMBOJia polKp;aeTCll 

MH¢. CHMBOJI - p;peBHee p;ocTOllHHe Hapop;a. CTapb1ii: MH<I> ecTeCTBeHHO 

OKa3bIBaeTCll pop;ff'leM HOBoro MH¢a •• . 

KaKoIO xotteT cTaTb noJ3Hll? BcerreHCKOIO, Mrrap;eHttecK010, MH¢oTBopttec

KOIO. Ee nyTh K BCe'leJIOBe'IHOCTH BCeJieHCKOH - Hapop;HOCTh; K HCTHHe H 

npOCTOTe MJiap;eHtteCKOH - Myp;pOCTb 3MeHHall; K TaHHCTBeHHOMY crrylKeHHIO 

TBOptteCTBa perrHrH03HOro - BeJIHKall CB06op;a BHyTpeHHero 'leJIOBeKa, JII0-

6oBb, p;ep3a10rn;all B lKH3HH Ii B p;yxe, 'IYTKOe yxo K 6HeHHIO MHpOBOro 

cepp;11a ... 

Mb! B03JiaraeM Hap;elK):\bl Ha CTHXHHHO-TBOp'leCKYIO CHJIY Hapop;Hoii: Bap

BapcKoii: AYWH H MOJIHM xpaHllrn;He CHJibl Jllilllb 06 oxpaHeHHH OTile'laTKOB 

Be'IHOro Ha BpeMeHHOM Ii 'leJIOBe'leCKOM, - Ha npOlllJIOM, nycTb 3ailllTHaH

HOM KpOBhlO, HO naMllTH MHJIOM Ii CBSITOM, KaK MOfHJibl TeMHhlX npep;KOB. 

(Ivanov 1979: 76-77) 

The essay closes with the vision of rekindled contact between artist and 
people, and of a collective art (sobornoe iskusstvo) that will manifest a true 
mythopoesis. "Togda xudo:lnik okazetsja vpervye tol'ko xudo:lnikom, re
meslennikom veselogo remesla,-ispolnitel' tvorceskix zakazov obsciny,
rukoju i ustami znajuscej svoju krasotu tolpy, vescim mediumom naroda
xudofoika." (Ivanov 1979: 77). 

The brief comments on myth in Remizov's letter are not obviously linked, 
or even necessarily similar to this summary. However, the previously dis
cussed part of the letter where Remizov presents his reasons for the use of 
annotations to his texts contains motifs quite close to Ivanov. The emphasis 
on collective creation, on overcoming the painful isolation in which artists 
find themselves, on creating in the future a major example of myth-all this 
echoes Ivanov's ideas on the new popular mythopoesis. 

Xlebnikov's ideas on folklore and myth are not terribly systematic: unlike 
Ivanov or Remizov, he was not an adherent of any one approach to myth, 
and his writing does not reflect the direct impact of philological scholarship 
(Baran 1985a: 13-14). 15 However, like Remizov, Xlebnikov was influenced 
by Ivanov. His debt to the Symbolist theoretician is usually referred to in 
general terms in the critical literature, yet a comparison between Ivanov's 
ideas and essays and Xlebnikov's early programmatic works produces evi
dence of more tangible connections between the two in the realm of myth 
and mythological thought . 

In a letter sent by the fledgling poet to Ivanov along with a selection of 
his works we find this passage: "Citaja eti stixi, ja pomnil o 'vseslavjanskom 
jazyke,' pobegi kotorogo dolfoy prorasti to!Sci sovremennogo, russkogo. 
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Vot pocemu imenno vase mnenie o etix stixax mne dorogo i vafoo . . . " 
(Xlebnikov 1940: 354). Here, as N. Stepanov notes (1975: 13), Xlebnikov 
alludes to Ivanov's "O veselom remesle i umnom veselii." The relevant pas
sage is found in the section "Mecty o narode-xudofoike": "Cerez tolseu 
sovremennoj reci, jazyk poezii-nas jazyk-dolzen prorasti i uze prorastaet 
iz podpocvennyx kornej narodnogo slova, ctoby zagudet' golosistym lesom 
vseslavjanskogo slova" (Ivanov 1979: 76). 

A closer look at Ivanov's article reveals further possible points of contact. 
in particular, there is the discussion of the enormous attraction of Hellenic 
culture-the unified Mediterrean culture-for the barbarians, including the 
Slavs. Twice in the article Ivanov refers to the story of the Scythian Ana
charsis-the king whose attraction for things Hellene outweighed his loyalty 
to his native traditions, and who, as Herodotus tells us, was killed by his 
own people for blaspheming against the gods. This plot is one with which 
Xlebnikov was unquestionably familiar, and he reworked a closely related 
one, that of the Scythian Scyles (Dovatur et al. 1978: 317-318), in the brief 
Lesedrama "Asparux" (Baran 1978). As the title suggests, a Bulgarian motif 
(the name Asparux belongs to the legendary Bulgarian king) is used to 
disguise the classical source, but the ideological element-the opposition 
between native Slav vs. allure of the West-is quite clear. The reference to 
the Herodotus source in the Ivanov essay reinforces a reading of the Xleb
nikov play as a cultural allegory with contemporary implications . 

Ivanov's writings also shed light on Xlebnikov's important 1908 article, 
"Kurgan Svjatogora." This document is probably the most elaborate pre
sentation by Xlebnikov of his views on a mythologized Great Time-a 
vision of a sacred zone of the past, of a spiritual order which has suffered 
progressive decay since then, as may be seen by the condition of present-day 
Russian society and culture. Borrowing the bylina motif of Svjatogor's death 
and of the transfer of some of his strength to Ifja Muromec, Xlebnikov 
suggests that the Russians, shaped in the likeness of the vanished hero, are 
obliged to assume his role but have been prevented from so doing by the 
West. Writers have not expressed the people's spirit: even Puskin succumbed 

to foreign influence. 
The plot vehicle used by Xlebnikov may be different, but the notion of a 

split between the artistic elite and the people is already familiar. The con
nection with Ivanov is further reinforced by the suggestion that language 
can effect an amelioration of this condititon of divergence from the ideals 
of the past. However, Xlebnikov's vision of this process is far more active 
than lvanov's, who envisaged the language of poetry making its way from 
subterranean roots to a full-voiced Common Slavic verbal forest . Formerly, 
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Xlebnikov claims, language did not dare to step beyond certain bounds, 
but now poets crave "poznanija ot 'dreva mnimyx cisel"' (Xlebnikov 1940: 
321). Experiments with derivation (slovotvorcestvo), the verbal equivalent of 
a mathematician's work with imaginary numbers or non-Euclidean geome
tries, are legitimized by the inherent properties of Russian. Should writers 
submit to their native language, should they reorient Russian literature 
towards its true roots, a mystical union might occur between the people 
and the land they inhabit-and a glimpse of Russia's national archetype 
might be achieved. 

The center of Xlebnikov's attention is the sphere of language rather than 
the psyche, yet the analysis of the problem of contemporary culture-its 
divergence from its roots-is quite similar to Ivanov's. The cure proposed 
is not mifotvorcestvo but rather s/ovotvorcestvo. Was Xlebnikov's use of the 
latter term influenced by the model of the key term in Ivanov's theoretical 
writings? That this might be the case, and that Xlebnikov took seriously 
possible links between verbal experimentation and myth is shown in a 
number of his experimental poems, including those he sent Ivanov. These 
texts have few obvious links to extratextual mythological traditions, but 
they feel like myth: 

M ll CBHperr B CBOIO CBHpeJib. 

M MHp XOTeJI B CBOIO XOTeJib. 

MHe IlOCJIYWHbie CBHBaJIHCb 3Be3,[lbl B nrraBHbIH Kpy)l(eTOK. 

R CBHperr B CBOIO CBHpeJib, BbIIlOJIHllll MHpa poK. 

(Xlebnikov 1940: 95) 

Working with Myth: Remizov and Xlebnikov 

In assessing the causes of the differences in Remizov's and Xlebnikov's 
handling of annotations to their works, I pointed to the overall aesthetic of 
Futurism as a movement. There is also a more fundamental reason: 
Remizov's and Xlebnikov's divergent views of their roles as verbal artists. 
This difference in how they see themselves also affects how the two work 
with myth and folklore. 

Remizov sometimes simply arranges what he borrows from ethnographic 
sources; sometimes he amplifies what is already present in them;16 at other 
times, he intricately interweaves various strands of folklore, apparently 
faithful to the sources from which they are borrowed. An example of this 
last type of technique is "O bezumii Irodiadinom," where by fixing the 
execution of John the Baptist to the zimnie svjatki, by furthering the com
mon confusion of two popular St. John's feasts, he is able to achieve an 
overlaying of pagan and Christian motifs into a characteristic example of 
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"dvoeverie." As has been shown already, he looks to outside sources to 
legitimize his approach-i.e., since they reflect the true spiritual life of the 
Russian people, in the social reality itself. 

Xlebnikov's ideas about the relationship of artist and audience may derive 
from the same source as Remizov's (i.e. Ivanov), but, over the years, 
he takes an increasingly independent stance with respect to the world he 
describes. At various times, particularly during the pre-war heyday of 
Hylaea, he sees himself as one of a band of heroic activists, the budet/jane. 
Later, he more and more depicts himself as isolated and alone: literally, a 
prophet scorned by the crowd, a teacher of higher truths (about time, 
space, numbers, etc.). 

Two somewhat contradictory factors are at work in Xlebnikov's poetic 
system. One is his tendency towards precision of sight. Although his life 
style is diametrically opposed to that of the scholar, and although he 
eschews giving the reader guidance as to sources, a great deal of the time 
Xlebnikov is uncannily precise about what he describes. When one tries to 
trace one of his images or motifs, the operative assumption may be that it 
is whole, that it will match exactly some source or other. Like a primitive 
myth-maker, he is precise in his naming, forcing the modern reader who 
would understand him to share in his knowledge of taxonomies of the 
animal or plant kingdoms. 17 

At the same time, Xlebnikov repeatedly goes beyond his sources, beyond 
tradition. Whether projecting himself as a war-like budet/janin in the cross
temporal and cross-cultural "Deti Vydry," or, late in life, as Zangezi-a 
Zarathustra-like figure whose analogues are to be found in Hindu tradi~ 
tions-Xlebnikov imposes his own myth upon the world. He is not content 
to take the world as he finds it: not when, for example, it is one where the 
priobretateli oppress the izobretateli, where the old send the young to die in 
war, and where D' Anthes murders Puskin. The myths he creates in re
sponse to a world he often finds unacceptable, myths of historical recur
rence and retribution, of the salvific power of language, need no genealogy 
at the margins of the text. 

The difference in how Remizov and Xlebnikov handle myth and folklore 
may be shown by comparing their treatment of the same image. There are a 
number of cases in the writings of the two modernist verbal masters where 
we find coincidences of themes and/or borrowings; 18 the ground for the 
present comparison is provided by the image of a kamennaja baba, one of 
the ancient monuments that dot the steppes of Russia. 

One of the stories in "K morju-okeanu" bears the title "Kamennaja 
baba." In the story, the two protagonists, Alalej and Lejla, look at the 
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stone figure and hear an etiological legend: 

.H 6a6a He npoCTaJ1, JI KaMeHHaJI Ea6a, - npoBell\anaeb Ea6a, - MHoro 

BeKOB eTOIO JI B BOJibHOH eTemI. A npelK)::\e y Eora He 6bIJIO eOJIHI.\a Ha He6e, 

O)::(Ha 6bJJia TbMa, H Bee Mbl B IIOTeMKaX lKHJIH. OT KaMHJI eBeT )::(06bJBaJIH, 

)i(fJIH JIY'IHHKy. Eor H BbrnyeTHJI H3-3a na3yx11 eOJIHI.\e. ,JJ;aJIHeb TYT Bee AHBy, 

eMOTPJ1T, yMa He np11nolKaT. A nyll\e MhI, 6a6h1! IloBbIHOeHJIH MhI peweTa, 

)::\aBaH Ha611paTb eBeT B peweTa, BHeeTH B JIMbl. .HMbI-TO HaWH 3eMJIJIHbJe 6e3 

OKOH eTOJIJIH. IlO)::(bJMeM peweTO K eOJIHI.\Y, Ha6epeM IIOJIHbIM-IIOJIHO eBeTa, 

'1epe3 Kpaii: JiheTeJI, a TOJibKO '!TO B JIMY - H HeT HH'lero. A bOlKbe eOJIHI.\e 

Bee BbIWe H BbIWe, ylKe IIpHIIeKaTb eTaJIO. IlpHTOMHJIHeb Mbl, 6a6bI, eHJibHO, 

XOTb eBeTa H He )::(06bJJIH. A eoJIHI.\e TaK H )IOKeT, XOTb IIOJie3aH B BO)::(y. TyT H 

BbIWJIO TaKoe - Ha'laJIH Mbl IIJieBaTb Ha eOJIHI.\e. M npeBpaTHJIHeb B)::(pyr B 
KaMHH. 

(Remizov 1911: 215-16) 

Remizov's note to the tale, found for the first time in the book publica
tion, points to Afanas'ev as his source. Indeed, the section on giants in 
Poeticeskie vozzrenija slavjan na prirodu contains a brief note that links the 
statues of the south of Russia with legends of giants turned to stone: " ... 
devica nesla vedra s vodoju i okamenela-namek na te kruzki, iz kotoryx 
oblacnye devy !jut na zemlju dozdi. Podobnye predstavlenija svjazyvajutsja 
na juge Rossii s kamennymi babami" (Afanas'ev 1868: 677). 

In Remizov's tale, the "stone woman" is a witness to the deepest past; the 
product of divine punishment for sin, she warns the two travellers against 
misconduct. The imaginative product of myth, she fully participates in the 
world of the marvelous brought into being by the author. 

The motif of the kamennaja baba is a fairly frequent one in Xlebnikov. It 
is used in different ways. Here, we shall consider two cases. In the first, in 
the Civil War narrative poem "Noc v okope," a trio of stone statues are 
witnesses to the battles between the Reds and the Whites, and to the 
broader suffering of the fratricidal conflict: 

qT06 IIYTHHK 3HaJI 06 eTapOlKHJie, 

Tp11 AeBbl eTen11 eTopolKHJIH, 

KaK lKPHI.\hI pa)::(oeTHOH nyeTbIHH 

Ho pyKH KaMeHHoii: 6orHHH, 

,JJ;eplKaJIH Hor eypOBblH KaMeHb, 

0HH 3epHHeTbJMH pyKaMH 

K HoraM eypoBblM onyeKaJIHeb 

M nnoeKo MepTBhlMH rna3aMH, 

bblJib!X TaHHeTBeHHbJX eBH)::\aHHH, 

CMoTpeJIH KaMeHHhie 6a6b1. 

CMoTpeno 

KaMeHHoe Teno 

Ha 'leJioBe'!eeKoe )::(eno. 

(SP I: 182) 
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In this passage, the statues function as symbols of the flow of history, and 
are not linked to any overt folkloric or mythological associations . 

In another poem of the Civil War period, "Kamennaja baba," Xlebnikov 
takes a different tack. In the poem, the lyrical "I" initially wonders at the 
statues in the steppe: "Oni surovy i zestoki,/ Ix busy-grubaja rez'ba/ I 
skazok kamnja o vostoke/ Ne ponimajut jastreba." (SP III: 32). He 
expresses a kind of mock sympathy for one of them: "Zdes' stojat' osuzdena/ 
Kak pristanisce kozjavok,/ Bez grebnja i bez bulavok" (SP III: 34). But he 
ends with a bold, transforming image, in which a butterfly transfers reason 
and life to the stone statue-an act that is rather transparently allegorical 
and is explicitly linked with the Revolution. The poem ends with a magnifi
cent cosmic dance that obliterates the common characteristics of matter: 

KaMeHb KYMHpHbIH, BeTaBaii: 11 11rpaii: 

Hrop 11rpo10 11 rpoMa,

PaHbwe enene11, eTopolK oBel\, 

CMeJIO eMOTpH 60JibWHM MOTblJibKOM, 

BHAJlll\HH Mne'!HbIM IlyTeM. 

Be)::(b nen11 nyn11 B rJih16 no6, 6e3 3JI06b1, 'IT06hl 

C6poeHJI OKOBbl rpo6 MOTblJibKOBbIH, IIa)::(aJI B rpo6bJ rpo6. 

ron! ron! B He6o !Ipbiraif rpo6! 

KaMeHb waraii:, 3Be3AhI KPYlKH ronaKOM. 

B He6o eMOTpH MOTblJibKOM. 

IloMHH IIOKa JTH BeeeJibJe 3Be3)::\bl, IIJiaMJI 6JIHeTa!Oll\HX 3Be3)::(, 

Ha rony6oM eanore ronaKa 

illJIJIIIKOIO 6Jiell\Yll\HH rB03)::(b. 

Eonee paAyr B l\Bernr 

EypHoro nern nern! 

,JJ;eBa eTeneii: ylK He rn! 

(SP III: 34-35). 

There is myth at work here, but it is one that is wholly a product of the 
poet's imagination. Both textual authority and the reality of the extratextual 
object are set aside in the bold mythologem of the dancing, liberated statue. 

Conclusion 
Despite specific links between the poetic systems of Ivanov, Remizov, 

and Xlebnikov, their handling of similar tasks reveals substantial typologi
cal differences. In broad terms, the opposition shapes around Ivanov and 
Remizov on one side (with divergences between them) and Xlebnikov on 
the other; in other words, between a Symbolism defined sufficiently broadly 
to embrace Remizov, and Futurism, linked to Symbolism at the outset but 
soon enough its vocal opponent. The discussion suggests that the notion of 
poetic schools in fin-de-siecle Russian literary history has considerable 
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validity, and should not be replaced by the attractive, yet by far too equal
izing concept of modernism. 

State University of New York at Albany 

NOTES 

I. Deschartes' assessment of Ivanov's emotional attitude towards Remizov needs to be 
viewed cautiously. Charlotte Rosenthal has kindly noted to me that, in a letter of 8 August 
1906 to Georgij Culkov, Remizov mentions that he is at Ivanov's almost daily (Otdel Ruko
pisej GBL, fond 371, karton No. 4, ed. xr. 46) (private communication). 

2. Deschartes initially promised to discuss this in the third volume of the Ivanov Sobranie 
Socinenij (Ivanov 1974: 737). Her comments now appear to be scheduled for one of the later 
volumes. 

3. «B11xpb CllJJbI Bell.Ill HBaHoBa noBeCTByeT o TeMHOM 6ecc11JJbHOM nopbIBe, rop.i:10 OTKa3bI
Ba10U1e<Mc11> OT HenpaBoro cqacTbll pa.i:111 npaBoro HecqacTbll. TaK KaK npaBo ecTb KopeHb 
cqacTbll B 6y.i:1yU1eM, TO 3Ta Bell.lb noBeCTByeT 0 pyccKOM HecqacTllll, OTKa3b!Ba!Oll.leMCll OT 
cqacTbll EBponb1 11n11 JaBeweHH<oro> JaHaB<ecoM> HaCTOllll.lero cqacTbll BHYKOB. Ilo.i:1-
qepK11BaeT, qTo 3Tll Bell.Ill CYTb BepxyUJKll TBopqeCTBa llMeHOBaHHblX TBop<110B> 6e3JJllqHyJO 
HapO.i:IHYIO e,[lllHllllY» (Xlebnikov 1940: 425). 

4. By comparison Sologub, whose works Xlebnikov apparently knew quite well, and whose 
Nav'i cary he intended at one point to take as a model for a major text of his own (Xlebnikov 
1940: 354-355), becomes transformed into the uncomplimentary "F. Gubosal" in a draft of 
Krucenyx and Xlebnikov manifesto for Rykajuscij Parnas (SP V: 249). 

5. Central'nyj Gosudarstvennyj Arxiv Literatury i Iskusstva, fond 527 (Xlebnikov), op. I, 
ed. 92, I. 14, 28ob, 48ob. 

6. This aspect of Xlebnikov's ideological makeup is noted in another Xlebnikov letter to 
Markov: "'Planetcik,' xotel orussit' ves' zemnoj far" (Markov 1982: 438). On Xlebnikov's polit
ical views before World War I, see Baran (1985b: 70-71, 87). 

7. The accusations against Remizov appeared for the first time in the article "Pisatel' iii 
spisyvatel'?", Birievye vedomosti, No. 11160, 16 June 1909. 

8. This is not merely quixotic or. appropriately bizarre: there is the potential of a more 
serious undercurrent, linked with Xlebnikov's nationalism and possible contact with the Black 
Hundred movement. Cf. in the letter: «Mb! ):IOJJJKHbI BbicTyn11Tb JaU1llTH11KaM11 qecT11 pyc
cKoro n11caTen11, 3Toro xpaMa, B3l1Toro Ha OTKyn - KaK rail:.i:1aMaK11, - c opyJK11eM B pyKax 11 
KpOBllJO ... IlycTb An<eKceH:> M11x<ail:JJ0B11v noMHllT, qrn KaJK,[lbIH 113 .i:1py3eil: rop.i:10 
BCTaHeT y 6apbepa JallllllllaTb ero qecTb 11 qecTb Boo6U1e pyccKoro n11caTen11, KaK rail:.i:1aMaK 
BCTaBan Ja npaBo po.i:111Hb1» (Xlebnikov 1940: 359). Similar sentiments, explicitly associated 
with the Black Hundreds, appear in the story "Velik-deri" and in "Snefimocka." 

9. Alex Shane suggests that this allusion is likely biographically based (private communica
tion). Insects also play a visible role in a number of Remizov's works. 

10. The comparison of the texts in Poso/on' and Limonar' with their initial publications was 
made possible by Alex Shane, who generously made available to me his rich Remizov 
materials. 

11. A similar reference to the Russian literary tradition of not indicating the sources of 
folkloric borrowings is found in Prisvin 's defense of Remizov against the plagiarism charge: 
"Po literaturnoj tradicii, nacinaja ot Puskina, narodnaja poezija ispol'zuetsja u nas bez ssylok 
na istoeniki" (Prisvin 1909). 
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12. What is also striking here is the similarity in method. Both the Posolon' and Limonar' 
collections and Rossija v pis'menax underscore the importance of genealogy. Whether it is a 
myth reconstructed by the poet, or a medieval text rescued from obscurity and placed before a 
modern reader, Remizov is concerned with some kind of verisimilitude, with authority for the 
"message." In the later collection, where the author is present as an intermediary, one who 
confesses to his "pristrastie k staroj bumage i bukvam, neponjatnym dlja nynesnego glaza" 
(Remizov 1922 (1982]: 11), this is done directly in the text. In the earlier works, that function is 
assigned to the mechanism of the notes . 

Two examples from Rossija v pis'menax, where, in Remizov's words, "zatejal po obryvys
kam, po nikomu nenu:Znym zapisjam i polustertym nadpisjam, iz melocej, iz nicego predstavit' 
nasu Rossiju" (Remizov 1922 (1982]: 14): 

(a) In "Policija. Bezalabernoe": «B 6enoil: o6noJKKe JJeJKllT Ha MOeM cTone TOJJCToe .i:1eno 
BeTJJYJKCKoro Ilon1111eil:cKoro YnpaBneH1111. 
',Ueno o 3an11cKax, np11611TbIX B HO% c 8 Ha 9 aBrycTa K KBapT11paM B ropo.i:1e BeTnyre'». 
(Remizov 1922 [1982]: 36); 

(b) In "Sunduk. Elisavetinskoe": 
«B HOBOJJa):IOJKCKOM 3areo3,[lbe B npoxoJKeil: KOMHaTe CTaporo <l>11nococj>cKoro .i:10Ma .i:1onrne 
ro,[lbl CTOllJJ pacnllCHOH cyH):lyK. 

Ilpo cyH.i:IYK 3Han11 O):IHO, qTo xpaH11TcJ1 B HeM .i:1e.i:10BcKoe .i:106po, noKoil:Horo ell.le H11KllTbI 
EropoB11qa <l>11nococj>0Ba, ):IB010po.i:1Horo npa-npa.i:1e.i:1a Hawero ,U11M11Tp1111 Bna.i:111M11poB11qa 
<1>11nococj>0Ba, - KaKall-TO BeTOUJb, K0Topa11 HllKOMY He HYJKHa. 

CaM H11K11Ta EropoB11q noMep B 1779 ro.i:1y, CbIH ero Hnap110H H11K11T11q B KOHi.ie 30-x, a 
BHYK - AneKceil: Hnap110HoB11q B 1874-M.» (Remizov 1922 [1982]: 51). 

Remizov's emphasis on annotations in the early collections may also derive from the kind of 
material he is using: it is essentially oral, kept in the memory of the people, rather than set 
down on paper, however fugitive, as in the written tradition. 

13. Prisvin also points to the analogy between Remizov's annotations and the medieval tex
tual tradition: "Piset on eti ssylki, pol'zujas' zavetom srednevekovyx xudo:Znikov: ne znat' v 
sebe masterstva, oblegeat' drugim trudnyj put"' (Prisvin 1909). 

14. The explanatory function of annotations is sometimes handled by Xlebnikov within the 
text itself, either through metalinguistic formulations, as in the poem "Vidite, persy, vot ja idu 
.. . " or by including a kind of lexicon within the work. Thus, in Zangezi, the poetic oration in 
Level VIII delivered by Xlebnikov's poetic-prophetic alter ego, which makes heavy use of the 
so-called zvezdnyj jazyk, one of Xlebnikov's poetic idioms, is followed by the crowd's reading 
of a. leaflet that contains the meanings of the units of the "language of the stars" (SP III: 
332-33). 

15. My comments are largely restricted to questions of myth. For a detailed discussion of the 
problem of folklore in Xlebnikov's works, see Baran (1985c). 

16. Cf. Prisvin's remarks (1909): "Mo:Zno dvumja sposobami sdelat' xudoz. pereskaz proizve
denij narodnoj poezii: I) razvitiem podrobnostej (amplifikacija), 2) pribavleniem k tekstu." 
Remizov (1909) also uses the term "amplifikacija." 

17. Remizov shares this precision of sight: "Izbegat' obscix opredelenij : esli govoritsja o derev'
jax, nado oboznacit': bereza, sosna. Ne nado obScix opredelenij, kak 'toska,' 'zavist',' a nado 
pokazat'. Nikakix 'devusek' i 'molodyx ljudej' ." (Kodrjanskaja 1959: 129). 

18. Some examples of these coincidences in the ethnographic materials (drawn from Alex 
Shane's Remizov collection): 

a) One of Remizov's later stories, "Mavka. Neizdannaja karpatskaja skazka" (Novose/'e, 
No. 6, Oct.-Nov. 1943, 3-5), deals with a horrifying supernatural figure, part woman-part 
monster, of Ukrainian folklore . The figure of the mava is frequent in Xlebnikov; in the period 
of World War and Civil War it assumes apocalyptic dimensions. 

b) Both writers make use of a ritual common in Russia, the poxorony mux, that takes place 
on I September (O.S.). The ritual, as Remizov indicates in his annotation to the brief story 
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"Pogrebenie muxi, bloxi i komara," was used to rid peasant houses of insects: "slozilos' pover'e, 
budto v domax, gde ix voditsja mnogo, stoit tol'ko zakopat' po I sentjabrja po odnomu 
'zverju' i vse oni vyvedutsja." (Remizov 1910: 253). In Remizov's story, the narrator, without 
explaining the underlying motivation (this task is carried out by the annotation), carefully 
describes how he performs the ritual. The minor episode is filled with details of how each 
insect is caught; once placed in their vegetable coffin, they are carried by the narrator and 
thrown into the river. The text which creates the atmosphere of a solemn ritualistic burial, 
suitable for the burial of a human: "I brosil ja korobku v reku,-poplyla korobka: muxa, 
bloxa i komar, i plyla po reke v more-okean. Ono primet ix, ono ne mo:Zet ne prinjat' zasnuv
six zverej, i soxranit tam na svoej grudi, ctoby vesnoj vernut'" (Remizov 1910: 200). Xlebnikov 
uses the ritual as a minor detail in his calendar-based poem "Rus', zelenaja v mesjace Aj!". 
Discussing village life in September, he notes: "A vecerom :Zuzzit vereteno/ Devy s voplem 
pritvornym,/ Xoronjat boga mux,/ Zapeksi s malinoj v pirog" (SP III: 114). On Xlebnikov's 
poem, see Baran (1985c). 

c) Finally, in Remizov's "Na krasnom pole," a lamentation on the state of Revolution-torn 
Russia, we find interpolated twice, within a solemn text , the lines "Io, ia, colk! Io, ia, io, colk! 
lo, ia, io, colk!/ Pac, pac, pac, pac, pac, pac, pac, pac" (Remizov 1917: 73, 78). This is the 
famous song of the rusalki that Xlebnikov uses in his earlier folkloric pastiche "Noc' v Galicii," 
which he borrowed from I. Saxarov's Skazanija russkogo naroda o semejnoj iizni svoix pred
kov. In Remizov, the "transsense" song serves as a counterpoint to the lamentation, an intru
sion of the primitive, pagan, wild element into the tragic modernity. 
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